2015 Spaceport Magazine Summary
The 2015 Spaceport Magazine used the above banner for the year, with different
background graphics.

Introduction
The first issue of the Spaceport News was December 13, 1962. The 1963, 1964 and
1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly. The Spaceport News was issued every two
weeks, starting July 7, 1966, until the last issue on February 24, 2014. Spaceport
Magazine, a monthly issue, superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014, until the final
issue, Jan./Feb. 2020. The two 1962 Spaceport News issues and the issues from 1996
until the final Spaceport Magazine issue, are available for viewing at this website. The
Spaceport News issues from 1963 through 1995 are currently not available online.
In this Summary, black font is original Spaceport Magazine text, blue font is something I
added or someone else/some other source provided, and purple font is a hot link.
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport Magazine Summary. The
Spaceport Magazine writer is acknowledged, if noted in the Spaceport Magazine article.
These Summaries are just that, a Summary, a portion, a small highlight of sorts!
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From The January 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 9, “Orion passes Exploration Flight Test-1 with flying colors”,
by Steve Siceloff. Part of the article says “A spacecraft built for humans left the domain
of low-Earth orbit Dec. 5 for the first time in 42 years when NASA’s first Orion soared
3,604 miles above Earth and returned safely hours later, having accomplished a flawless
flight test as part of NASA’s journey to Mars…
Orion touched down about a mile away from the landing spot controllers predicted before
launch… Engineers will evaluate all the data recorded on the ground and on the
spacecraft’s onboard systems including readings from 1,200 sensors placed throughout
the crew module to find out more details about all the elements of the spacecraft and the
details of their performance… Orion did not carry any people into space during this flight…
It became the first spacecraft designed for humans to leave low-Earth orbit since the
Apollo 17 mission…”.

“The Orion crew module is recovered after splashdown in the Pacific Ocean about 600 miles off
the coast of San Diego, California on Dec. 5. NASA, the U.S. Navy and Lockheed Martin
coordinated efforts to recover Orion and secure the spacecraft inside the well deck of the USS
Anchorage. After lifting off at 7:05 a.m. EST atop a Delta IV Heavy rocket from Space Launch
Complex 37 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida, NASA’s Orion spacecraft completed
a two-orbit, four-and-ahalf hour mission to test systems critical to crew safety, including the launch
abort system, the heat shield and the parachute system…”.

From The February 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On page 12, “PREPARATIONS TO LAUNCH”. The feature says “NOAA’s Deep Space
Climate Observatory spacecraft, or DSCOVR, nears completion in the Building 1 high bay
of the Astrotech payload processing facility in Titusville, Florida, near Kennedy Space
Center. DSCOVR is a partnership between NOAA, NASA and the U.S. Air Force.
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DSCOVR will maintain the nation’s real-time solar wind monitoring capabilities which are
critical to the accuracy and lead time of NOAA’s space weather alerts and forecasts.
Launch is targeted for no earlier than Feb. 8 aboard a SpaceX Falcon 9 from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida.”

On pages 20 through 22, “NASA, Boeing, SpaceX outline objectives to station
flights”, by Steven Siceloff. Part of the story reads “American spacecraft systems
testing followed by increasingly complex flight tests and ultimately astronauts flying
orbital flights will pave the way to operational missions during the next few years to the
International Space Station. Those were the plans laid out Jan. 26 by NASA’s
Commercial Crew Program officials and partners…

“NASA’s Stephanie Schierholz opens a presentation about the agency’s Commercial Crew
Program highlighting key development activities, test plans and objectives for achieving
certification of two American crew transportation systems with Dr. Ellen Ochoa, director of
NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston, NASA Administrator Charlie Bolden, Commercial
Crew Program Manager Kathy Lueders, Boeing Space Exploration Vice President and General
Manager John Elbon, SpaceX President and Chief Operating Officer Gwynne Shotwell and
NASA Astronaut Mike Fincke.”
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According to Boeing, the company’s schedule calls for a pad abort test in February
2017, followed by an uncrewed flight test in April 2017, then a flight with a Boeing test
pilot and a NASA astronaut in July 2017. SpaceX said they anticipate a pad abort test in
about a month, then an in-flight abort test later this year as part of its previous
development phase. An uncrewed flight test is planned for late 2016 and a crewed flight
test in early 2017…
Boeing and SpaceX were selected in September 2014 to finalize their respective CST100 and Crew Dragon spacecraft along with the rockets that will lift them into orbit and
all of the ground and mission operations networks essential for safe flights… The new
spacecraft will allow the station’s crew to expand to seven astronauts and
cosmonauts…”.
On pages 24 through 27, “DRAGON DELIVERS - Commercial resupply mission totes
3,700 pounds to space station”, by Steven Siceloff. A portion of the story says “More
than two tons of experiments, equipment and supplies was sent to the International Space
Station early Jan. 10 when a SpaceX Falcon 9 roared off the pad at Space Launch
Complex 40 to place a Dragon cargo capsule on a path to the orbiting laboratory… This
was the fifth operational cargo delivery mission for SpaceX to the station. The company’s
contract with NASA calls for at least a dozen cargo delivery flights in all…
Dragon will be connected to the station for more than four weeks while the astronauts
unload it, then repack it with equipment and supplies that are no longer needed along
with experiments that have been completed and are ready to be returned to their
researchers. Dragon will re-enter Earth’s atmosphere within a few hours of disconnecting
from the station. It will descend under parachutes to the Pacific Ocean where a ship will
retrieve the craft and bring it back to shore…”.
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On page 38, “DAY OF REMEMBERANCE”.

“Kennedy Space Center paid tribute to
the crews of Apollo 1 and space
shuttles Challenger and Columbia, as
well as other NASA astronauts who
lost their lives while furthering the
cause of exploration and discovery,
during
the
agency’s
Day
of
Remembrance, Jan. 28. Kennedy
workers and guests left roses at the
Space Mirror Memorial in the Kennedy
Space Center Visitor Complex.”

On pages 44 through 47, “Iconic space shuttle era facility demolished”, by Bob
Granath. In part, the article states “The Mate-Demate Device, or MDD, that stood for
more than 35 years as a key facility supporting the Space Shuttle Program recently was
demolished… “The MDD was a solid, well-built structure,” said Ismael Otero, project
manager of NASA’s Construction of Facilities Division in Center Operations. “We started
the demolition project in October, and it was completed on Nov. 26.”…

“A Shuttle Carrier Aircraft is positioned beneath space shuttle Discovery in the Mate-Demate
Device at the Shuttle Landing Facility at Kennedy Space Center on April 15, 2012…”.

Construction of the Kennedy MDD was completed two years after Kennedy’s SLF runway,
and the MDD was first tested on Oct. 19, 1978, when a space shuttle mock-up, dubbed
Pathfinder, was attached to the MDD for a fit-check. The MDD continued in constant use
throughout the 30-year history of the space shuttle, removing the orbiters from the backs
of the SCAs after ferry flights from the shuttle assembly plant and from the California
alternate landing site at Edwards Air Force Base…
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The Kennedy MDD’s final use was to mate the space shuttle Endeavour to an SCA on
Sept. 14, 2012. Five days later, the shuttle-747 jetliner combination took off for Los
Angeles where Endeavour is now on public display at the California Science Center…”.

“A hydraulic excavator picks up broken
steel beams for loading in a truck. About
844,700 pounds of steel, tin and aluminum
were recycled from Kennedy’s no longer
needed Mate-Demate Device.”
The following is a time lapse video of the
demolition of the MDD at Armstrong Flight
Research Center, that happened at
roughly the same time as the KSC
demolition.

From The March 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 6 through 9, “ONE-YEAR CREW - Twin NASA astronauts to reveal effect
of 365 days in space”, by Steven Siceloff. Part of the feature says “NASA astronaut
Scott Kelly and Russian cosmonaut Mikhail Kornienko are heading off the Earth with the
goal of making life better for its residents as they conduct in-depth studies aboard the
International Space Station. The mission is a landmark for NASA as the agency works to
decipher human reactions to long-term space travel…

“NASA
Expedition
45/46
Commander, Astronaut Scott
Kelly, right, along with his brother,
former Astronaut Mark Kelly at the
Johnson Space Center in Houston
Texas, address Scott’s upcoming
one-year mission aboard the
International Space Station.”

Kelly will set an American space endurance record during the trip, breaking the 215-day
mark set by astronaut Michael Lopez-Alegria on the station in 2006-07. Kelly and
Kornienko are to lift off March 27 aboard a Russian Soyuz spacecraft from Kazakhstan
and head to the station along with Gennady Padalka who will return to Earth before the
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one-year mission concludes… The two will return in March 2016 aboard a Soyuz and
then more studies will be conducted on Earth to measure the changes that took place in
the low-gravity field of low-Earth orbit...”.
On pages 14 through 19, “CELEBRATING A MILESTONE - Giant crawler-transporters
turn 50 years old…”, by Linda Herridge. A portion of the feature says “NASA’s crawlertransporters, two of the largest vehicles ever built, have carried NASA rockets and
spacecraft to the launch pad for the past 50 years… The crawlers are being modified to
carry NASA’s Space Launch System, or SLS…
To celebrate its 50th year of supporting NASA missions, the upgraded and modified
crawler-transporter 2, known as CT-2, rolled out of the Vehicle Assembly Building, or
VAB, on Feb. 18 and began the 4.2-mile trek to Launch Pad 39B… NASA, members of
the media and guests paid tribute during a viewing and tour of the crawler at the pad Feb.
23… The Ground Systems Development and Operations Program, or GSDO, at Kennedy
has been busy beefing up crawler-transporter 2 to be ready to support SLS and Orion.
CT-1 will be available to carry a variety of other launch vehicles…
The crawlers initially were manufactured by the Marion Power Shovel Company in
Marion, Ohio. Weighing in at more than 6 million pounds each, the larger parts that could
be assembled and fit on a truck were shipped to Kennedy in 1964 where final assembly
took place… To date, CT-1 has traveled 1,960 miles, and CT-2 has traveled 2,207 miles
to and from the pads…”.

“NASA’s crawler-transporter 2, also called CT-2, moves slowly along the crawlerway in front of
the Vehicle Assembly Building on a test run to Launch Pad 39B on Feb. 24…”.

On pages 30 and 31, “Images of the Month - ALL IN A DAY’S WORK”. In part, the
feature states “NASA astronaut Barry Wilmore works outside the International Space
Station on the first of three spacewalks preparing the station for future arrivals by U.S.
commercial crew spacecraft Feb. 21. Fellow spacewalker Terry Virts, seen reflected in
the visor, shared this photograph on social media…
The spacewalks are designed to lay cables along the forward end of the U.S. segment to
bring power and communication to two International Docking Adapters slated to arrive
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later this year. The new docking ports will welcome U.S. commercial spacecraft… The
second spacewalk took place Feb. 25. The third was March 1, with Wilmore and Virts
participating in all three.”

On page 37, “In Memoriam”.

“NASA Chief Test Director Norm Carlson holds up a “Beans are Go” banner in the firing room
after the successful launch of the space shuttle Discovery on Sept. 29, 1988. A 35-year NASA
veteran, Carlson died March 1 at the age of 81. A native of Enid, Oklahoma, Carlson earned a
bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Oklahoma State University in 1960. That same
year he began working at the Marshall Space Flight Center and helped develop the Saturn launch
vehicles that sent Apollo crews to the moon. He transferred to Kennedy Space Center in 1964
working on Apollo, Skylab and the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. From 1978 to 1991, Carlson was
the NASA test director for Space Shuttle Integrated Test Operations. During this time, launch
controllers enjoyed beans and cornbread as a reward for a successful launch. Carlson started the
tradition with one small crock pot of northern beans for his hungry staff. The tradition grew in
popularity and Carlson eventually turned the cooking over to Kennedy’s food-service contractor.
A resident of Titusville, Florida, Carlson retired from NASA in March 1995.”
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From The April 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On page 3, “I am KENNEDY SPACE CENTEER - Annie Caraccio”. A portion of the
feature reads “I am a chemical engineer in the Materials Science Division… In 2009, I
was selected as a NASA co-op student, which is when I began working at Kennedy Space
Center… In 2014, I was selected as a crew member for the Hawaii Space Exploration
and Analog Simulation (HI-SEAS) 2 Mission. HI-SEAS is a Mars analog study. I simulated
living on Mars in an isolated habitat with a six-person, international crew for a 120-day
psychological investigation. The habitat was on the slopes of the Mauna Kea volcano at
about 8,000 feet elevation…
I am a graduate of the 2012 NASA FIRST leadership development program where I met
and worked with some of the agency’s most inspiring professionals in all different fields
of the space program… The people who work in the space program are some of the most
motivated I have ever met, and I am privileged to work side by side with such wonderful
people!...

The following are several videos with Annie; Masters Forum 20 from 2011, Masters with
Masters 18 from 2013 and, Living on Lava from 2014, about HI-SEAS 2.
On pages 4 through 14, “NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope turns 25”, by Linda
Herridge. In part, the article states “NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope is a quarter-century
old this month. Though only projected to be in service for 10 years when it launched
aboard space shuttle Discovery on April 24, 1990, from Kennedy Space Center, the
unique telescope is still a technological marvel 25 years later.
Orbiting 350 miles above the Earth and traveling at 17,500 miles per hour (5 miles per
second), Hubble continues to reach back into time to capture stunning images of the
universe and our own Milky Way Galaxy with its 100-inch-wide primary mirror. The
telescope is credited with confirming the existence of black holes and discovering millions
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of galaxies and the birthplace of stars, relaying images almost too mind-boggling to
comprehend…”.

“NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope
heads back toward its normal
routine, after a week of servicing
and upgrading by the STS-109
astronaut crew aboard space
shuttle Columbia.”
STS-109 was the third of four
servicing missions.

The following is Wikipedia’s extensive read about the Hubble Space Telescope.
On page 50, “Images of the Month”.

“Engineers and technicians at NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston are testing the
spacesuit astronauts will wear in the agency’s Orion spacecraft on trips to deep space. On March
17, members of the Johnson team participated in a Vacuum Pressure Integrated Suit Test to
verify enhancements to the suit will meet test and design standards for the Orion spacecraft.
During this test, the suit is connected to life support systems and then air is removed from
Johnson’s 11-foot thermal vacuum chamber to evaluate the performance of the suits in conditions
similar to a spacecraft. The suit, known as the Modified Advanced Crew Escape Suit, is a closedloop version of the launch and entry suits worn by space shuttle astronauts… This is the first in a
series of four tests with people in the suits to evaluate the performance of the spacesuit systems
in an environment similar to a spacecraft…”.
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From The May 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On page 6, “KSC Scenes”.
“The Rotary National Award for Space
Achievement (RNASA) Foundation awarded
the 2015 National Space Trophy to Bob
Cabana, director of Kennedy Space Center,
former NASA astronaut on four space shuttle
missions, and retired United States Marine
Corps Colonel. The award was made during
the 29th National Space Trophy gala April 24
in Houston, Texas. The National Space
Trophy is presented annually to an
outstanding American who has made major
contributions to our nation’s space
program…”.

On page 7.

“A Florida East Coast (FEC) Railway GP40-2, a regular FEC freight service locomotive, pulls the
last two NASA Railroad locomotives from Kennedy Space Center. The two locomotives, EMD SW
1500s, will be delivered to new homes on short-line railroads. Locomotive No. 1 will be used by
the Natchitoches Parish Port in Natchitoches, Louisiana. Locomotive No. 2 already has been
delivered to the Gold Coast Railroad Museum in Miami for restoration and eventual use.
Locomotive No. 3 will be used by the Madison Railroad in Madison, Indiana, for regular freight
service and passenger excursion train service. All three locomotives originally were acquired by
NASA in 1983 from the Toledo, Peoria and Western Railroad.”
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On pages 12 and 13, more “KSC Scenes”.

“The Orion heat shield ground test article, secured in a shipping container, is being loaded into
NASA’s Guppy aircraft on the tarmac at the Shuttle Landing Facility at NASA’s Kennedy Space
Center. The container will be transported to Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company near
Denver, Colorado…”.

On pages 14 and 15 “First set of Space Launch System work platforms arrive”, by
Linda Herridge. In part, the article states “The first half of a new set of work platforms
that will be used to access, test and process NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) rocket
and Orion spacecraft arrived April 10 at Kennedy Space Center… A total of 10 levels of
new platforms — 20 platforms altogether — will surround the rocket and spacecraft and
provide access for testing and processing in High Bay 3… In 2013, all of the space shuttle
work platforms in High Bay 3 were removed to make way for the new platform system
that is designed to support processing of the SLS rocket and Orion spacecraft…”.

“A flatbed truck, carrying the first half of a new set of work platforms, arrives at the Vehicle
Assembly Building at Kennedy Space Center. A total of 10 levels of new platforms, 20 platforms
altogether, will surround the SLS rocket and Orion spacecraft and provide access for testing and
processing in High Bay 3.”
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On pages 18 through 21, “Visitor complex hosts event honoring Mother Earth” by
Bob Granath. Part of the feature states “In celebration of the 45th Earth Day and in
keeping with this year’s national theme, “It’s Our Turn to Lead,” NASA and Delaware
North hosted an educational event at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex on April
22 with activities throughout the day for employees and park guests…
Kelvin Manning, Kennedy’s associate director, pointed out that during the past 45 years,
Earth Day has become a global event designed to demonstrate support for environmental
protection. “Today, we join more than one billion people in 192 countries participating in
Earth Day activities,” he said. Manning also noted that NASA continues to be a world
leader in Earth and climate science, providing unique perspectives of Earth from space…
The keynote speaker for Kennedy’s Earth Day event was former space shuttle astronaut
Story Musgrave…”.

“A young guest at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex examines an experimental vehicle
capable of 150 miles per gallon…”. “Guests at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex check
out a Lunar Roving Vehicle trainer used during preparations for Apollo missions 15, 16, and 17.
The battery-powered vehicle is an example of alternative fuel transportation on display during
Earth Day activities…”.

From The June 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On page 17.

“Rob Mueller, NASA senior technologist in the
Surface Systems Office at the Kennedy Space
Center, left, talks with former NASA Gemini and
Apollo astronaut Buzz Aldrin during a
demonstration of the Regolith Advanced Surface
Systems Operations Robot, or RASSOR. The robot
has been tested at Kennedy’s Swamp Works. A
similar spacecraft could be used to collect samples
or excavate a landing pad for future landers.”
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On pages 20 and 21, “KSC Scenes”. Part of the feature states “Kennedy Space Center
Visitor Complex broke ground May 29 on a next-generation attraction, Heroes and
Legends, featuring the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame, scheduled to open in 2016. The
groundbreaking ceremony featured a large gathering of astronauts, including many hall
of fame members… Heroes and Legends will bring to life the stories of America’s
pioneering astronauts…”.

“Digging in with shovels during the groundbreaking ceremony are from left, Cheryl Hurst, director
of Communication and Public Engagement, Therrin Protze, chief operating officer for the visitor
complex; Jim Houser, president of Delaware North Parks and Services; Charlie Bolden, NASA
administrator, Bob Cabana, center director; and Dan Brandenstein, chairman of the Astronaut
Scholarship Foundation.”

On page 25.

“Modifications continue inside the Multi-Payload Processing Facility (MPPF) at Kennedy Space
Center. This is a close-up view of the service platform that will be used for offline processing and
fueling of the Orion spacecraft and service module stack before launch…”.
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On pages 26 and 27, “SpaceX tests astronaut escape system for Dragon
spacecraft”, by Steven Siceloff. In part, the article states “A loud whoosh, faint smoke
trail and billowing parachutes marked a successful demonstration May 6 by SpaceX of its
Crew Dragon spacecraft abort system… The successful test of the spacecraft’s launch
escape capabilities proved the spacecraft’s ability to carry astronauts to safety in the
unlikely event of a life-threatening situation on the launch pad.
The Crew Dragon simultaneously fired its eight SuperDraco engines at 9 a.m. EDT and
leapt off a specially built platform at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station’s Space Launch
Complex 40 in Florida. The engines fired for about six seconds, instantly producing about
15,000 pounds of thrust each and lifting the spacecraft out over the Atlantic Ocean before
jettisoning its trunk, as planned, and parachuting safely into the ocean. The test lasted
about two minutes from engine ignition to splashdown…”.

“Eight SuperDraco engines boost a SpaceX Crew Dragon spacecraft away from Space Launch
Complex 40 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in an emergency pad abort simulation”.

These are neat videos of the abort test; one mainly viewed from distant cameras and this
one from an onboard camera.
On pages 36 through 39, “U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame Welcomes Quartet of Space
Heroes”, by Frank Ochoa-Gonzales. Part of the feature states “Former astronaut Hoot
Gibson gave his wife, Rhea Seddon, an awesome 34th wedding anniversary present
underneath space shuttle Atlantis -- he inducted her as part of the 14th class of astronauts
into the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame. John Grunsfeld, Steven Lindsey, Kent Rominger
and Seddon were enshrined during a ceremony May 30 at the Kennedy Space Center
Visitor Complex on the 25th anniversary of the Hall of Fame. The event marked the first
time an astronaut has inducted their spouse into the Astronaut Hall of Fame…
John Grunsfeld was selected as a NASA astronaut in March 1992. A five-flight veteran,
he has logged more than 58 days in space, including 58 hours and 30 minutes of
extravehicular activity (EVA) over the course of eight spacewalks… Steven Lindsey was
selected as a NASA astronaut in March 1995. A veteran of five space shuttle flights,
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Lindsey has logged more than 1,510 hours in space… Lindsey currently is the senior
director for Sierra Nevada Corporation’s Space Explorations Systems… Kent Rominger
was selected by NASA to become an astronaut in 1992. A veteran of five space shuttle
missions, he has logged more than 1,600 hours in space… Rominger retired from NASA
in 2006 to accept a position with ATK Launch Systems… Rhea Seddon was selected by
NASA in January 1978 and became an astronaut in August 1979 as part of the first U.S.
astronaut class to include women. A three-flight veteran, she has logged more than 722
hours in space… Now with LifeWings Partners, she acts as a consultant to healthcare
institutions across the United States.”

From left to right in the photo, Kent
Rominger, Rhea Seddon, Steve Lindsey
and John Grunsfeld.

This is video of the 2015 ceremony.

“This year marks the 25th anniversary of the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame, which was
founded in 1990 by the six remaining Mercury astronauts as a place where space
explorers could be remembered. This year’s inductees comprise the 14th group of
astronauts named to the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame, bringing the total number of
members to 91.”
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From The July 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4, 5 and 6.

“Astronaut artifacts line the walls of a new, permanent memorial, “Forever Remembered,” which
opened June 27 in the Space Shuttle Atlantis exhibit at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex…”.

“Solemn exhibit shares enduring lessons of Challenger, Columbia”, by Anna
Heiney. A portion of the feature says “The Space Shuttle Program story is full of
spectacular successes. From its maiden voyage in 1981 to its final touchdown in 2011,
the capable, reusable delta-winged vehicle captivated a generation… But the shuttle story
also includes the losses of 14 courageous astronauts and the nation’s first two shuttles,
Columbia and Challenger…
NASA and the astronauts’ families have collaborated to create a new, permanent
memorial designed to honor the crews, pay tribute to the spacecraft and emphasize the
importance of learning from the past. “Forever Remembered” opened June 27 at the
Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex… Family members were present at a small
ceremony Saturday as the memorial was formally opened by NASA Administrator Charles
Bolden and Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana, both veteran shuttle
astronauts…
“Forever Remembered” is designed to be an emotional experience, according to NASA’s
Mike Ciannilli, who has been NASA’s lead on the memorial project since it began about
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four years ago… “I knew it would be very emotional to see, but honestly, I didn’t expect
to be so impacted by it. I just can’t stop thinking about it. As you walk in, you know you’re
in a special place,” Evelyn Husband Thompson said of the memorial. Her husband, Rick,
commanded Columbia on STS-107…”.

“A section of the fuselage recovered from space shuttle Challenger, left, and the flight deck
windows recovered from space shuttle Columbia are part of a new, permanent memorial, “Forever
Remembered,”… at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex.’

On pages 42 and 43, “NASA signs agreement with Space Florida to operate historic
landing facility”, by Steven Siceloff. In part, the article states “One of the longest
runways in the world is about to get a new operator after NASA and Space Florida
concluded the final elements of a deal that will allow the Shuttle Landing Facility, or SLF,
to expand as a base for commercial aerospace work in addition to the regular load
Kennedy Space Center puts on it… The new arrangement with Space Florida is expected
to maximize the opportunities to utilize the runway creatively while maintaining its ability
to serve NASA and the center during the ongoing transformation to a multi-use
spaceport…”.
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On pages 48 through 51, “NASA mourns loss of former launch commentator, Jack
King”, by Bob Granath. In part, the feature states “John W. (Jack) King, former chief of
Public Information at Kennedy Space Center, died June 11, 2015 He was 84. A resident
of Cocoa Beach, Florida, King worked in the space agency’s Public Affairs office from
1960 until 1975. He returned to Kennedy in 1997, working for space shuttle contractor
United Space Alliance, or USA, until his 2010 retirement…
According to Hugh Harris, retired director of NASA Public Affairs at Kennedy, King was
instrumental in instituting open communications with the public during the beginning of
America’s civilian space program… In 1960, Kurt Debus, Kennedy Space Center’s first
director, hired King to serve as NASA’s chief of Public Information based on his
experience as the space reporter and bureau chief for the Associated Press Cape
Canaveral Bureau from 1958 to 1959…
King served as manager of press operations for 12 years, spanning the Mercury, Gemini
and Apollo programs. During that time, King was the “voice of launch control” for virtually
every human mission from Gemini 4 to Apollo 15… In 2000 he was one of the first two
recipients of the Harry Kolcum Memorial News and Communications Award presented by
the National Space Club Florida Committee, recognizing the highest standards in
journalism and public affairs work. King retired from USA in October 2010, but continued
to serve as a NASA public affairs volunteer…”.

This is a short video of Jack announcing the first launch of Saturn V, Apollo 4, on
November 9, 1967. There is some neat commentary by Walter Cronkite toward the end
of the video.

From The August 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 6, “Quartet of American space pioneers set to support
Commercial Crew”, by Steven Siceloff. Part of the feature reads “NASA has named four
astronauts with International Space Station experience to work with Boeing and SpaceX
through the final phase of development and certification of their crew transportation
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systems. Robert “Bob” Behnken, Eric Boe, Doug Hurley and Sunita “Suni” Williams also
will serve as the pool of astronauts from which NASA will select when assigning crews
for future flight tests…
They will train to fly the first crewed flight test since the space shuttle. Boeing’s integrated
CST-100 spacecraft and United Launch Alliance’s Atlas V rocket, and SpaceX’s Crew
Dragon spacecraft and Falcon 9 rocket are in development with NASA’s Commercial
Crew Program… All four served as military test pilots for their respective services before
becoming astronauts…”.

Doug Hurley and Bob Behnken flew on the first crewed test flight of the SpaceX Dragon
spacecraft, Demo-2, launched in May 2020, to the ISS. The first operational SpaceX
flight was Crew-1, which launched in November 2020. Crew members on that flight were
Mike Hopkins, Victor Glover, Shannon Walker and Soichi Noguchi, members of the ISS
Expedition 64 crew.
The first crewed flight of the Boeing CST-100 spacecraft, Boe-CFT, is currently scheduled
for launch, possibly later this year. The crew members currently assigned to that flight
are Butch Wilmore, Mike Fincke and Nicole Mann.
On pages 24 through 31, “PASSING BY PLUTO - New Horizons arrives, returns upclose photos”, by Bob Granath. In part, the article says “After a nine-and-a half year
voyage of more than 3.6 billion miles, NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft has begun
sending the first close-up observations of Pluto and the farthest reaches of the solar
system. At about 7:49 a.m. EDT on July 14, the spacecraft flew at a relative velocity of
30,817 mph about 7,750 miles above the surface of the distant planet… New Horizons
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began its long trip when it was launched from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station’s Launch
Complex 41 on Jan. 19, 2006…”.

“A newly discovered mountain range lies near the
southwestern margin of Pluto’s Tombaugh Region,
situated between bright, icy plains and dark,
heavily-cratered terrain. This image was acquired
by New Horizons’ Long Range Reconnaissance
Imager (LORRI) on July 14, 2015, from a distance
of 48,000 miles. Features as small as a half-mile
across are visible.”

This is Wikipedia’s read about New Horizons.
On pages 36 and 37, “College students ‘Learn 2 Launch’ high-powered rockets”, by
Frank Ochoa-Gonzales. Part of the story states “…Kennedy’s Education Office is
conducting the Launching to Learn, L2L, project, a four-week pilot program, to teach…
college freshmen and sophomores how to build and launch Level 1 and Level 2 highpowered rockets, or HPRs, and teach the math and science behind it. The L2L project is
designed for undergraduate freshman and sophomores majoring in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, or STEM-related fields. The project ran July 6-31… The
purpose of L2L is to encourage students to remain in STEM degree programs by teaching
them a relevant use for their classwork and enable them to be more successful in it…”.

“Students show off their rockets while attended the Kennedy Space Center Education Office’s
2015 Launching 2 Learn, or L2L, project, a four-week pilot program in July that teaches how to
build and launch Level 1 and Level 2 high-powered rockets, or HPRs…”.
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On pages 42 through 46, “Gemini V: Paving the way for long-duration spaceflight”,
by Bob Granath. A portion of the article says “During the summer of 1965, the United
States began to pull even in the space race with the Soviet Union. The eight-day Gemini
V endurance mission doubled America’s spaceflight record set two months earlier. It also
tested technology that would help make longer missions possible in the future…
Gemini V astronauts Gordon Cooper and Pete Conrad also were the first to design an
insignia patch for their flight. The original version featured a Conestoga covered wagon,
noting the pioneering effort of Gemini. On the side was the slogan “8 Days or Bust.”…
After the design was submitted for review to NASA Administrator James Webb, he wrote
Director of Flight Crew Operations Deke Slayton, approving the concept but expressing
reservations about the slogan. “I have a very strong concern about the ‘8 days or bust’
motto,” he said in the Aug. 14, 1965, memo. “I wish it could be omitted. If the flight does
not go eight days, there are many who are going to say it was ‘busted.’” Since the patches
were already produced with the slogan, fabric was sewn over the motto on the patches
worn by Cooper and Conrad during the flight…”.

“Gemini V was the first mission to have a crew insignia. The original version, left, featured a
Conestoga covered wagon noting the pioneering effort of Gemini. On the side was the slogan “8
Days or Bust.” After reviewing the design, NASA Administrator James Webb approved the
concept, but expressed reservations about the slogan which was subsequently covered up on the
version worn by the astronauts for the flight.”

On page 47, “ONE-YEAR MISSION - Kelly, Kornienko expand research base”, by
Bob Granath. The article states “Now, 50 years after the eight-day Gemini V flight,
American astronaut Scott Kelly and Russian cosmonaut Mikhail Kornienko are
participating in a one-year mission aboard the International Space Station, or ISS. This is
twice as long as a typical mission.
Launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan on March 27, 2015, aboard
Soyuz TMA-16M, Kelly and Kornienko will be focusing on several categories of research.
As members of ISS crews for Expeditions 43, 44, 45 and 46, their investigations are
expected to yield beneficial knowledge on the medical, psychological and biomedical
challenges faced during long-duration spaceflight. Plans call for Kelly and Kornienko to
land in Kazakhstan in the spring of 2016. Data from their 12-month experience will help
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develop better assessments of crew performance and health. The results will help
determine and validate countermeasures to reduce the risks associated with future
exploration as NASA plans for even longer missions around the moon, to an asteroid and
ultimately living on Mars…”.

“NASA astronaut Scott Kelly is seen
May 31, 2015, inside the International
Space Station’s Destiny laboratory
preparing IMAX camera equipment
for an upcoming documentation
session.”

From The September 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 7, “Expedition 44 crew members sample leafy greens grown on
space station”, by Linda Herridge. A portion of the article states “Fresh food grown in
the microgravity environment of space officially is on the menu for the first time for NASA
astronauts on the International Space Station. Expedition 44 crew members, including
NASA’s one-year astronaut Scott Kelly and Kjell Lindgren sampled the fruits of their labor
after harvesting a crop of “Outredgeous” red romaine lettuce Monday, Aug. 10, from the
Veggie plant growth system on the nation’s orbiting laboratory… NASA is maturing
Veggie technology aboard the space station to provide future pioneers with a sustainable
food supplement — a critical part of NASA’s Journey to Mars…”.

“Kjell Lindgren and Scott Kelly sample the red romaine lettuce which was grown as part of the
Veggie experiment after it spent 33 days growing aboard the station.”
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On pages 20 and 21, “KSC Scenes”.
“A section of I-beam that once
strengthened the World Trade
Center in New York has made
its way to Kennedy Space
Center, where it will serve as a
memorial to the 343 fire/rescue
personnel who gave their lives
to save others on Sept. 11,
2001. Kennedy Space Center
Fire
Department
officials
traveled to New York to escort
the artifact to Florida. Weighing
in at about one ton, the 7-footlong, 16-by-16-inch steel beam
was flown from New York to
Miami in a specially built
wooden container manufactured by American Airlines. The beam is slated to become the
centerpiece of a permanent memorial at Fire Station No. 1, located in the heart of Kennedy Space
Center’s industrial complex. The memorial features scaled replicas of the World Trade Center’s
twin towers, which will be topped by the newly arrived beam. A formal dedication is planned for
Sept. 11

On page 27.

“Inside the Launch Abort System Facility at Kennedy Space Center, workers prepare the Orion
spacecraft that flew on Exploration Flight Test-1 in 2014 for transport to Orion prime contractor
Lockheed Martin’s facility in Denver, where it will undergo direct field acoustic testing. This is a
technique used for acoustic testing of aerospace structures by subjecting them to sound waves
created by an array of acoustic drivers. For the test, several electro-dynamic speakers will be
arranged around Orion to provide a uniform, well-controlled, direct sound field test at the surface
of the spacecraft…”.
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On pages 34 and 35.

“Launch Pad 39A at Kennedy Space Center continues to take shape as SpaceX has completed
the road from its processing hangar to the top of the launch stand. A transporter-erector will move
the Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy rockets to position them above the flame trench for liftoff on flights
carrying astronauts to the International Space Station and other launches. The rockets and Crew
Dragon spacecraft will be processed in the hangar being built at the base of the pad…”.

On page 39.

“Chrysler Aerospace artist Cecelia Bibby paints Friendship 7 on NASA astronaut John Glenn’s
Mercury spacecraft in early 1962. (She is wearing coveralls for McDonnell Aircraft, the Mercury
spacecraft’s prime contractor.) After selecting the name, Glenn insisted the individual who
developed the artwork personally apply the paint. This was in spite of objections to the fact that
women rarely, if ever, were allowed up the Launch Pad 14 gantry at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station.”
This is an article about Cecilia, including the Friendship 7 artwork.
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From The October 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 8 and 9, “Commercial Crew Program marks a year of progress”, by Steven
Siceloff. Part of the feature says “a year after awarding landmark contracts to Boeing and
SpaceX to build a new generation of human-rated space systems, NASA’s Commercial
Crew Program has made great strides to re-establish America’s capability to launch
astronauts to the International Space Station… Boeing completed numerous wind tunnel
runs and splash tests of Starliner, while SpaceX conducted intensive software analyses
of the flight programming that will operate the spacecraft from launch to landing…”.

“A crane lifts the first tier for placement at Space
Launch Complex-41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station, Florida, to form the Crew Access Tower
under construction by Boeing and United Launch
Alliance. The steel structure is being built in seven
pieces that will be stacked atop each other to form
a 200-foot-tall tower complete with elevator,
communications and power infrastructure, and an
escape system. The tower will provide astronauts
and ground support teams access to Boeing’s
CST-100 Starliner spacecraft…”.

On page 17.

“Actor Matt Damon, who stars as NASA Astronaut Mark Watney in the film “The Martian,” smiles
after having made his hand prints in cement at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, or JPL, Mars Yard,
while Mars Science Lab Project Manager Jim Erickson, left, and NASA Astronaut Drew Feustel
look on Aug. 18 at JPL in Pasadena, California. While at JPL Damon met with NASA scientists
and engineers who served as technical consultants on the film…”.
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On pages 26 and 27, “KSC Scenes”.

“Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of
Blue Origin, speaks during an event
at Space Launch Complex 36 at
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in
Florida for the announcement that
Blue Origin will build rockets at
Exploration
Park
at
NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center and launch
them from SLC-36 at the Cape.
Looking on is Rick Scott, Florida
governor.”

On pages 28 and 29, “World Trade Center I-beam unveiled at 9/11 memorial”, by
Anna Heiney. Part of the feature says “A one-ton section of solid steel I-beam salvaged
from the ruins of the World Trade Center in New York City now rests permanently atop
twin concrete pedestals at Kennedy Space Center’s Fire Station No. 1. It was dedicated
during a ceremony on the 14th anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, which claimed
the lives of nearly 3,000 people. Of those, 343 were fire-rescue personnel.
The beam arrived at Kennedy in August after a two-day journey that began at JFK
International Airport in New York. A five-person Artifact Escort Team from Kennedy Space
Center’s Fire Rescue traveled along with it to ensure its safe arrival at the Florida
spaceport… The steel beam’s presence at Kennedy is the result of a four-year effort.
Kennedy’s Fire Rescue Services worked closely with NASA leadership, including Center
Director Bob Cabana, the Transport Workers Union of America and the Port Authority of
New York.

“An honor guard folds an
American
flag
during
the
dedication service for a memorial
to the 343 first responder victims
of the Sept. 11, 2001, terror
attacks at Fire Station No. 1 at
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center
on Sept. 11, 2015.”
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Even after the team received word that Kennedy had been awarded a piece, another
issue remained — transporting it from New York to Florida. American Airlines’ cargo team
custom-built a wooden travel container to hold the beam during the trip… The Artifact
Escort Team finally saw the beam in person in New York. Labeled G-0063, the 7-footlong piece now belongs to the Transport Workers Union Local 525.
This is video of the dedication at KSC, on September 11, 2015. The memorial was moved
to The Avenue Viera in 2017. This is a short video of the 2017 ceremony. And this is an
article about The Avenue Viera memorial and its history.

From The November 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 10 through 13, “Top 10 Ways ISS is helping get us to Mars”, by Rachel
Hobson. Part of the story reads “The International Space Station is paving our way to
Mars as the only microgravity laboratory in which long-duration investigations can take
place. From understanding how the human body reacts to long-term spaceflight to testing
critical systems for Mars missions, the space station is a crucial stepping stone to deepspace exploration. Here are the top 10 ways the space station is helping us on our
Journey to Mars:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding Communications Delays
Understanding Astronaut Functional Performance
Understanding Psychological Impacts of Isolation and Confinement
Understanding how astronauts’ vision is affected by long-duration spaceflight
Understanding immune responses after long-duration missions
Understanding what types of foods will be best for long-duration crews
Understanding what kind of exercise is needed for long-duration missions
Understanding what the best habitat/environment for the crews will be
Understanding how to best grow food in space
Understanding how to manufacture items in space

On pages 14 and 15 “15 Years of Work - Kennedy’s leader reminisces about laying
foundation of space station”, by Bob Granath. In part, the article states “NASA and its
partners around the world are celebrating the 15th anniversary of ongoing work aboard
the International Space Station, or ISS. Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana,
who commanded the flight that began assembly of the orbiting laboratory, is proud of the
Florida spaceport team that helped make it possible. “One of the things Kennedy does
better than anyone else in the world is processing, launching and recovering spacecraft,”
he said. “The team here performed phenomenally on preparing elements of the
International Space Station. The people here now are continuing that great work,
supporting resupply missions to the ISS.”…
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After the first space station element, “Zarya,” was placed in orbit by Russia, Cabana’s
crew of the space shuttle Endeavour lifted off from Kennedy on Dec. 4, 1998. They carried
the first American-launched element, node 1, called “Unity.” The 12-day, STS-88 shuttle
flight was highlighted by connecting Unity to Zarya… Following the addition of other ISS
elements, permanent occupancy began Nov. 2, 2000, when the Expedition 1 crew docked
with the station…
Looking back, Cabana believes a key to the station’s success is people from many nations
working together. “When it came time to actually go through the hatch, I waved (Russian
cosmonaut) Sergei (Krikalev) up and opened the hatch and the two of us went in side by
side — a Russian and an American into a space station,” Cabana said. “It was an
International Space Station and international crew.”…

“Working together inside the American built “Unity”
module on Dec. 10, 1998, STS-88 mission commander
Bob Cabana and Russian cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev
prepare to open the hatch to the Russian assembled
“Zarya” module.”

On page 26, “NASA’s Ground Systems Program begins critical design review”, by
Linda Herridge. Part of the article states “The NASA program tasked with preparing
Kennedy Space Center to process and launch the next generation of rockets and
spacecraft kicked off its critical design review Oct. 6. This review is an important milestone
for the Ground Systems Development and Operations Program, or GSDO, as it will
demonstrate that upgrades to necessary facilities and ground support equipment are on
track for the first integrated mission with the agency’s Space Launch System, or SLS,
rocket and Orion spacecraft…

“Kennedy Space Center
Director Bob Cabana speaks
during the kickoff meeting
Oct. 6 of the critical design
review for the Ground
Systems Development and
Operations
Program
at
Kennedy Space Center.”
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Specifically, the GSDO critical design review will look at the Vehicle Assembly Building,
Launch Control Center, mobile launcher, crawler-transporter, Launch Pad 39B and the
Multi-Payload Processing Facility. Upgrades and designs currently in progress will be
reviewed to ensure they will be ready to support all system and processing requirements
for a launch of the SLS rocket and Orion spacecraft…”.
On pages 34 and 35, “KSC Scenes”.
“Team members from NASA’s Orion Program
and the Ground Systems Development and
Operations Program prepare to practice egress
training Oct. 6-8 using a mock-up of the Orion
crew module in the 6.2-million-gallon Neutral
Buoyancy Laboratory at Johnson Space Center
in Houston. During the three-day testing,
personnel
simulated
approaching
the
spacecraft floating in the Pacific Ocean and
what it would take to assist the crew as they
exit…”.

From The December 2015 Spaceport Magazine
On page 16.
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On pages 20 and 21, “SUPPLY RUN - Cygnus sealed inside fairing”, by Steven
Siceloff. A portion of the feature states “The enhanced Cygnus spacecraft and more than
7,300 pounds of cargo have been enclosed inside a payload fairing at Kennedy Space
Center as processing moves ahead on schedule for a Dec. 3 launch… The spacecraft…
is to lift off aboard the Atlas V to take equipment, experiments and supplies to the
International Space Station…
Speaking to the news media in November, Orbital ATK’s Dan Tani — a former astronaut
who served as a station resident — said a new round of cargo always brings excitement:
“It’s a real morale boost. It’s like coming home from the store and unpacking the trunk full
of the things you bought. A lot of stuff you didn’t know you needed along with a lot of
things like notes from home and other items that are really meaningful.” The enhanced
Cygnus can carry about 25 percent more mass than its predecessor and features
upgraded Ultraflex solar arrays that unfurl like a fan into a circle and are lighter than the
previous models…”.

The photo on the left is from the subject Spaceport Magazine issue; no specific caption.
The photo on the right is courtesy Wikipedia, at this link, with the following caption: “The
Enhanced variant of Cygnus is seen approaching the ISS.” Of note, the December 2015
ISS resupply mission, OA-4, was the first enhanced Cygnus. It launched on December
6, 2015, from CCSFS LC41. The next Cygnus resupply mission is NG-16, currently
scheduled for launch July of this year, from Wallops Flight Facility.
On page 43.

“Commercial Crew astronauts Doug
Hurley, center, and Sunita “Suni” Williams
sit inside a Crew Dragon mockup during an
evaluation visit for the Crew Dragon
spacecraft at SpaceX’s Hawthorne,
California, headquarters.”
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